YouConnect further reinforces its legal search team

YouConnect is an independent recruitment firm that specializes in the placement of legal and
HR professionals for both permanent and interim management positions. Since its start in 2013,
YouConnect has known a continuous growth and a successful expansion of its client base.
To further reinforce its legal search team, YouConnect has welcomed Diether Vandenbussche,
who has started in June 2020.
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Diether holds a Master’s degree in Law and an additional
degree in Intellectual Property Law. He started his career in
the legal publishing business as an editor and publisher
respectively, where he worked together with various legal
professionals.
Diether about YouConnect: “During my career I have
developed a strong interest in and knowledge of the Belgian
legal landscape. At YouConnect, I have the opportunity to
further expand this knowledge in order to assist clients and
candidates in making the best career choices. My first
months at YouConnectalready contained many enriching
and interesting conversations with clients, candidates and
colleagues and I’m looking forward to the many more to
come. YouConnect’s value-driven and personal approach
convinced me to join their dynamic, enthusiastic and
ambitious team. I’m very happy to be part of this expert team
and for the opportunity to contribute to YouConnect’s growth
.”

YouConnect about Diether: “Diether has a keen interest in and has already acquired an
interesting understanding of the Belgian legal market. We appreciate Diether’s enthusiasm, his
thorough and methodic approach and we are convinced that he will be successful in his role. We
also feel a strong match with the YouConnectDNA which is focused on building sustainable
relations with our clients and candidates, generating growth for all parties involved. We are happy
to have Diether onboard and wish him a lot of success!"
YouConnect now counts an enthusiastic and ambitious team of 6 legal professionals focusing on
legal search assignments and legal interim management. The HR division of YouConnect also
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recently expanded its service offering with HR search & selection, headed by Birgit De Smedt,
HR Partner at YouConnect.
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